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There is a gap in knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP), as well as between findings of experimental versus clinical observational studies in respiratory diseases. Hence, research is on-going especially in disease management and monitoring by laboratory methods. A cursory review or passive discussion of laboratory services will reveal that the service and research provisions of Pathology are challenging in view of fiscal constraints and other competing forces.

While it is argued in the developed world that several laboratory tests are inappropriate and that over-diagnosis and over-treatment are large drivers of increase in healthcare cost, the opposite is arguably the case in low-mid income countries where basic facilities are unavailable for laboratory tests such as most laboratories lacking the resources to perform e.g. simple immunohistochemistry (IHC).1-3 The implication is that the concept of disease management and monitoring by laboratory methods is well acknowledged, but the practice is often shrouded in debate of to test or not to test.4

Unarguably, respiratory diseases encompass some of the communicable and non-communicable leading causes of death worldwide; while industrialization is enhancing the phenomenon of increased risk, especially in urban areas.5-7 Tobacco smoke remains a controversial subject, but also unarguably a risk factor. The need for clinical toxicity testing has been advocated, not-with-standing that haematological and haemorhheological changes possibly associated with cigarette smoking have long been speculated.8,9 In this special issue, the prospect of laboratory assessment of cigarette toxicity at the subclinical level i.e. prior to obvert manifestation of disease is one of the key themes and research data is presented to advance the usefulness of whole blood viscosity. The papers articulate the KAP of health professionals and highlights simple laboratory tests that are useful and potentially add little or no extra cost to the healthcare system.

There is knowledge of overlap or confusion between asthma and chronic obstructive diseases, as much as there is overlap between cardiovascular (CVD) and respiratory diseases.10,12 In this special issue, professional medical scientists; Phillip Bwitiiti and Kenneth Chinkwo with experience from three continents collaborate to discuss effects of obesity on inflammatory and oxidative stress markers in asthma’ as well as a narrative review of current clinical practice on oxidative stress markers in infectious respiratory diseases.

Discussion of respiratory diseases and medicine is albeit incomplete without reference to infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and its management. Thus, biochemist and molecular microbiologist, Efe Aganbi, and medical practitioner, Innocent Onyia, have been invited on based research and an update with a mini literature review. As yet, most pharmaceutical respiratory medicines interact with the cardiovascular physiology, especially through inflammation, oxidative stress and white blood cell responses, en route to cause or
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exacerbate CVD. The laboratory monitoring of efficacy and toxicity of pharmaceutical and complementary medicinal therapies are as yet clinical practice issues to review. Thus, other major sub-themes in this issue are asthma, oxidative stress, and pharmaceutical therapies. In particular, professional pharmacists, Kwang Yee and Julie Knoblich, give a critical review of the cardiovascular safety of new inhaled medications for asthma and COPD from the pharmacist perspective.

In summary, this special issue is a book in journal format put together by a network of various expert healthcare professionals. The articles draw from clinical practice as well as academic research experiences. It is my hope that clinical and diagnostic communities in routine and research work will find it useful.
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